Lachrymal determinations: methods and updates on biopharmaceutical and clinical applications.
This article displays different procedures used to collect lachrymal fluid and describes some of its applications. Sampling tears represents the main difficulty to produce precise and reproducible results. The direct sampling procedure consists in collecting tears with capillary tubes and has the drawback of demanding previous stimulation that induces major dilution. The indirect method does not require preliminary stimulation but has been held responsible for altering epithelium and promoting leakage from plasma. Schirmer strips and sponges are classically required. Applications are numerous in biopharmaceutical and clinical fields. The determination of endogenous components has great potentiality as a diagnostic tool, but the use of tear as a substitute of plasma does not present clinical relevance. Levels of drugs like immunosuppressive or antibiotic agents are determined in tears to verify that pharmacological concentrations are reached and frequency of administration is deduced from kinetic fitting.